
Add the word heard to these sentences.

 
I couldn’t believe what I                           .

“Have you                                the news?”

The jury                                     the case.

She was shocked when she                       .

Trace the word heard. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word heard. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word heard belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word heard.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word heard.

      haerd           hurd haird

Write the syllable of the word heard 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word heard.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: heard 1

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word heard.

 heard
heard
heard

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

hea           

           d h           

           rd



Add the word heart to these sentences.

 
I could feel my                             beating.

“How is your                              ?” asked 
the doctor.

The                             pumps blood 
around the body.

I fear that they may lose                          .

Trace the word heart. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word heart. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word heart belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word heart.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word heart.

     haert       hart  hairt

Write the syllable of the word heart 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word heart.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: heart 2

heart
heart
heart

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

he           

           t h           

           rt

Write another word that you can make out of 
the letters in the word heart.

 



Add the word height to these sentences.

 
I am of medium                                         .

“What is your                               ?” asked 
the nurse.

They are at the                                 of fame.

Her                                         is remarkable.

Trace the word height. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word height. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word height belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word height.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word height.

      hieght    hight   heghte

Write the syllable of the word height 
inside the hand.

Finish off the word height.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: height 3

height
height
height

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

hei           

           t h           

         ght

Which of these words means the same  
as height?

tallness    wideness    thickness    awareness



Add the word history to these sentences.

I love to study medieval                               .

“What is your medical                                ?” 

She was a key figure in                                .

I will go down in                                         .

Trace the word history. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word history. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word history belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word history.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word history.

     histry    histury   hisstorie

Write the syllables of the word 
history inside the hands.

Finish off the word history.

 
Now write the full word.
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history
history
history

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

his           

           y h           

         ory

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word history.

 



Add the word imagine to these sentences.

I can’t                    what you’ve been through.

“                                 it!” commanded Hajra. 

I could never                           moving away.

I’m sure you could try to                            it.

Trace the word imagine. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word imagine. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word imagine belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word imagine.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word imagine.

     imajine    imagene    imadgen

Write the syllables of the word 
imagine inside the hands.

Finish off the word imagine.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: imagine 5

imagine
imagine
imagine

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

ima           

           e i           

         ine

Which of these words means the same  
as imagine?

believe    receive    perceive    deceive


